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Finnegan attorneys closely track patent law reform efforts, most recently the 

Patent Reform Act of 2011, which was passed by the U.S. Senate on March 8, 

2011, with the updated title “America Invents Act.” Through IP Updates, webinars, 

conferences, articles, and this resource page, Finnegan provides information on 

important legislative developments, public statements and testimony, and 

commentary from Finnegan attorneys on the impact of legislative and regulatory 

changes on U.S. and international businesses.

The Patent Reform Act of 2011 was introduced on January 25, 2011, by Senator 

Patrick Leahy. It addresses significant changes to the patent system, including 

first-to-file; post-grant review proceedings (oppositions); inter partes review; 

preissuance submission by third parties; USPTO fee-setting authority and 

USPTO funding; supplemental examination; micro entity fees; tax strategy 

patents; best mode; residency for Federal Circuit judges; creation of special post-

grant review for business method patents; USPTO authority to establish satellite 

offices; creation of a USPTO ombudsman; and USPTO authority to prioritize 

inventions of national importance. The Senate Judiciary Committee amended the 

bill and unanimously approved it on February 3, 2011. After lively debate and a 



variety of amendments proposed, the Senate passed the legislation on March 8, 

2011, by a wide 95-5 margin.   

Congressman Lamar Smith introduced H.R. 1249 “America Invents Act” on 

March 30, 2010, to the House of Representatives, which has also held extensive 

hearings on patent law reform. The House Judiciary Committee approved the 

legislation with amendments on April 14, 2011, with a margin of 32-3. The House 

version of the legislation is very similar in many ways to the legislation passed by 

the Senate, and amendments accepted in Committee reduced the number of 

differences between the two bills. The House version would establish prior user 

rights for an earlier inventor who failed to be the first inventor to file, but would 

require both reduction to practice and commercial use at least one year before 

the late inventor filed an application. The House allows a longer window for inter 

partes review initation after a litigation begins, with 12 months compared to 6 

months in the Senate version. The time frames for post-grant review also differ, 

with one year in the House compared to nine months in the Senate. The House 

version only establishes USPTO fee setting authority for six years, whereas the 

Senate makes this change permanent. Finally, the House offers a three-year safe 

harbor after a patent expires for false marking.  

Finnegan will continue to follow developing news on patent reform. If you would 

like to learn more about patent law reform, please subscribe to Finnegan’s patent 

law reform IP Updates by clicking here.
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